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Taylor Gets Degree At Founder's Day

Peter Taylor, one of

America's foremost short

story writers, delivered

Sewanee's Founders' Day
address yesterday and

received the University's

honorary D.Litt. degree.

Mr. Taylor is professor of

English at the University of

Virginia. He is a member of

the National Institute of Arts

and Letters and has held

Guggenheim, Fulbright, and
Ford Foundation
Fellowships. He received the

National Academy Award for

fiction in 1950. He is a

graduate of Kenyon College

and has honorary degrees

from Kenyon and from
Southwestern at Memphis.

His books include A
LONG FOURTH, HAPPY
FAMILIES ARE ALL
ALIKE, A WOMAN OF
MEANS, THE WIDOWS OF
THORNTON, MISS
LEONORA, and
COLLECTED STORIES. He
has also written a number of

plays, which are being

collected in a volume soon to

be published. Four of the

plays have been printed in the

Sewanee Review.

He is represented in the

volume CRAFT AND

VISION, an anthology of 16
of the best stories from the

SEWANEE REVIEW over the

past 30 years. He and his

wife, novelist and poet
Eleanor Ross Taylor,

Taylor discussed the role

of Sou them fiction in

literature. He asked, "What is

the future of Southern
fiction? What is the future of
Southern literature? To
answer THAT, mustn't we
first answer THIS: what is the

lite
tu re?—American literature,

world literature. Or what is

the future of art in our

literary giants who emerged

just after the First World War
and who have dominated

American fiction, if not

American literature as a

whole, until the present day.

Moreover, an important fact

establish— is that Southern

fiction is not written for

Southern readers only,

perhaps is not written for

Southern readers at all. On a

superficial level, at least, one

must acknowledge that part

of its appeal is the exotic

quality it has for the rest of

the world. People ask you, 'Is

the South really so different?

Is it really like that?'
"

Taylor said, "The role of

Southern literature has, in

Southern lit

literature. ..There have been
moments during the past half

century when it was the best

part of it."

He further commented, "I

imagine (hat one cannot read

poems, novels, short stories

written in any language in the

world today without seeing

the influence-however
indirectly—of those Southern

discover how we are different

and perhaps to assert our

difference. But equally and

simultaneously it has been to

assert the universality of our

And that is the

of all

observance of Founders' Day
commemorated the day in

1860 when a crowd estimated

at between five and ten

Cont. Page 4

Proctors Off D. C?
by Dale Grimes

Several weeks ago, the Order

of Gownsmen hastily passed a

resolution which prohibits

proctors from serving on the

Discipline Committee. There

was little discussion at the

time, but the action has de-

veloped into a burninc issue

over which the traditional OG
factions are squabbling. The
motion was authored and in-

troduced by Richard Whittle,

who was one of (he few people

who realized its full implica-

tions. Stating thai his motion

involved no personal ven-

dettas, he said (hat "the pre-

sent policy. ..is inconsistent

with American Forms of

justice in that trial by your

constitutional rights..."

Superficially, this is true,

but Scotl Deaver
p
chairman of

the DC and proctor of Upper
Gailor disagrees vehemently

with Whittle's logic.

"The motion is stupid,"

Deaver commented last week

in an interview. "I didn't talk

then [at the OG meeting]

because of my position. But

the motion is just not appli-

Deaver pointed out that

the DC is not a jury in that it

decides innocence or guilt.

"We can't because we have no

police force to gather evi-

dence. People | who are

brought before the DC] know
what they have done, and

always admit it. AM we decide

is the extent of the penalty

and the applicability of the

penalty."

Secondly, Deaver spoke of

the similarity in nature of the

qualifications and responsibi-

' ' Both must be
u nd erstanding go-betweens

between the students and the

administration. I'm better able

to do my job [as DC
chairman] because I'm a

proctor. I'd love to give it up.

It's a nasty, nasty job. But,
I'm. in a position where I've

been elected. You want
people on the DC who know
people and can understand

their problems." In Deaver's

opinion, proctors can best do
this, resulting in a most
understanding DC. He
challenges Whittle "to cite

any one case where the fact

that the person who turned

the case in sat on the DC,
weakened, or altered, or

biased the decision in any

He stressed that "students

i apparently don't mind if DC
members are also proctors

becausr they continually are

elected."

According to Deaver, "the

legal questions are terribly

obscure, because the DC is

referred to and defined in the

old OG constitutions. This

resolution could not be

enacted without a

constitutional change."

In a meeting with Dean of

Students John M. Webb, OG
President Martin Ellis, and

resolution sponsor Richard

Whittle, Dean Webb also

commented on the old OG
constitution: "We don't

know...nobody knows. ..no

reasonable person knows if

the old OG constitution has

been repealed."

Webb also thought it

consitulional amendment in

order to enact the motion "I

think you'd be

ground by ami the

The constitution states

that the OG "maintains" the

Discipline Committee.
Whittle said that he was

"interpreting 'maintains' to

mean that the OG can

determine qualifications for

membership."

Cont, Page 4

Elections Rescheduled
The election for Student

Trustee has been re-scheduled

and will take place Mon., Oct.

23. Candidates for this

position are Helen Funk,

Eliott Gordon, Harry

Lagenberg, Tom Phelps, and

John Tucker.

Also on Oct. 23, elections

will be conducted for the

freshman spot on both the

Honor Council and Student

Vestry. Candidates for the

Honor Council position are

David Beil, Susan (Sukey)

Holmes, Robert Miller, Julie

Montgomery, Richard Neal,

Lau iinde

Candidates for Freshman seat

on the Student Vestry are

Rainey Gray and Robert

Moseley.

Last week elections for

Delegate Assembly
representatives were held in

Upper Gailor with Mark
Notrica and John Faquin

winning. Also in regard to

Delegate Assembly elections,

representatives from Courts

Hall, three representatives

from McCrady Hall, and one

representative from the

junior class are re-opened.

Dorm nominees must turn in

a petition, signed by ten

members of the dorm, to the

proctor no later than 10:00

PM Thurs., Oct. 19.

Nominees for the junior class

representative must turn in a

petition, signed by 25

members of the junior class,

to the Registrar's Office no
later than noon, Oct. 19.
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Food For Thought
In the past years at Sewanee, the value of the curren t

food service has been a bone of major contention.

Gailor is one of the few places on the Mountain with

which students alone come into contact and

accordingly the malnourished patrons of Gailor often

find themselves faced with a lack ofempathy in matters

of food service.

Before the advent of Saga, (remember when Saga

was an improvement over Morrison's?) the student

body was used to taking action into their own hands via

infamous food riots and other appropriate reactions.

There was even a student protest against Gailor food
that prompted then Vice-Chancellor McCrady's
infamous, "If you don't like it here you can leave."

Since that time these activist methods have been

effectively quelled, as evidenced by last year's feeble

attempt at a riot in Gailor.

The food service was changed a few years ago hoping
to improve the quality of food served. Last year,- meals

were changed from family-style to cafeteria in order to

increase selection and provide for a better quality of
food. If the administration believes this has resulted,

the students need to tell them differently. We are the

ones who know: unfortunately, we eat there.

In the last three weeks Saga has reached a new low,

the usual menu has become a cold salad plate, a

sandwich, and some varying type of noodle casserole;

all of which are bad. Peanut butter and jelly sandwiches
are almost the only certainty provided, and more and
more students are finding these the staff of life. The
tossed salads that used to be a sure standby are now so

wilted that they are more to be pitied than eaten.

Hard-boiled eggs are no longer provided because Saga
lost money on them. Wouldn't students prefer to be
able to make egg salad five days a week than have Saga
pay for a poor imitation of "Cherries Jubilee" one
Thursday night?

The complaints voiced about Saga are too numerous
(and unprintable) to go into, but complaints won't do
any good if no one hears them. Complain to the Deans
or the OG's and DA's Gailor committees, ask the
members of the administration or faculty to lunch. Do
anything to voice a protest, but do it quickly before we
starve!

— Susan Burrouglis

Nixon on

Environment
by Susan Burroughs

In a recent address to

Congress President Nixon

stated that, "we cannot afford'

to allow our precious national

heritage to become hostage to

partisanship. Restoring and

protecting the environment is

not a Democratic or

Republican issue. All

Am e r icans recognize the

importance of this endeavor."

Nixon has presented a sound,

ntal action to the

Democratic Congress but only

six of thirty-one proposals

have been acted upon.

The most important piece

of legislation acted upon was

the Clean Air Act amendment
of 1970. This bill included

nationwide air quality

standards, national emission

standards for pollutants,

testing of vehicles for

emissions, and regulation of

fuel and fuel additives. Five

other minor acts of Congress

have been passed dealing with

measures to prevent oil spills

and other water accidents and

pollution and a measure to

allow Federal agencies to

preserve state lands as parks

and historical sites.

The President's proposals

for water quality include

revision of allocations to put

emphasis in areas where waste

treatment facilities are most

needed, establish Federal

standards covering discharge

into the water, and allowances

for public hearings and private

suits concerning quality of

Nixon has called for the

registration of all pesticides

and their use only by state

licensed applicators, the

establishment of noise levels

to be allowed on
vehicles,

the world by

The President has
requested government
regulations placed on strip and

underground mining, and the

placement of power plant

sitings. Nixon has shown a

marked interest in protecting

animal distribution in two
proposed bills dealing with use

of toxic poisons on public

lands, the research and
.,.,1 ..id i stryir

IF WE DON'T HAVE WHAT
YOU WANT, WE'LL GET IT FOR
YOU.

UNIVERSITY
SUPPLY
STORE

life and protection of

endangered species by early

identification and laws against

their hunt.

Other Nixon proposals

have been to establish

National Recreation Areas of

large proportion in the New
York and San Francisco areas

as well as in the Everglades.

Perhaps the most important

aspect of Nixon's plan is the

Federal assistance to be given

to state and local governments

on local issues such as sewage
treatment and small industry

pollution with which the

government currently has no

Fraternity Pledges for '72

This year's rush proved to be a successful boost to

fraternity system at Sewanee. There were around 220 i

going through rush with 143 pledging.

1972 PLEDGES

SIGMA NU - 23

Bennett, Richard Dennis

Ballard, Ernest Organ

Cowey, Felix Foster, III

DeHon, Frederic Theodore, Jr.

Eskew, Rhea Taliaferro

Gioia, Bradford

Heflin, Howell Thomas, Jr.

Hoover, John Whitson

Kelso, Eric M'
Koch, William Walton

McCarthy, William Marcus, Jr.

Molony, Lawrence J., Jr.

Mori, Thorpe Stewart

Moseley, Robert Arnold

Nielsen, Paul Thomas, Jr.

Osgood, Richard Hoe, III

Pippen, Don Cox
Quisenberry, David Noelting

Reddick, Allen Hilliard

Seese, Kenneth Clark

Talbot, Richard Lee

Trippe, William Hall

Walters, Holmes W.

ALPHA TAU OMEGA - 12

Bohrman, Kenneth Anthony
Bostick, Ralph Mark
Chaney, David James
Chaney, Fred Allen

Fifner, Douglas Karl

Hoffman, Henry Theodore, Jr.

Lemonds, Peter Whitlock

Martin, Thomas Mallory

Miller, Thomas Wainwright, III

Payne, Michael Denis

Piggott, Thomas Arlin

Ross, John

CHI PSI - 9

Glick.Paul Marshall

Graf, David Brevard, Jr.

Humpidge, Robert Webster, Jr.

Lovejoy, Willard Giles

Norton, John Wesley

Parsons, Wiley Stanton, II

Ramsey, Will Irvin, Jr.

Vaught, James Brown, Jr.

Wellman, Lynn Harrison

DELTA KAPPA EPSILON - 13

Chiles, Clay Kirkland

Eldred, George Orson, Jr.

Fitzgerald, Wendell B., Jr..

Freeman, Fred Maxwell, III

Huddleston, Thomas Woodrc
Ingram, Michael Eugene
Linderman, Albert Lee

Dunn, Randall Darrell

Earhart, Philip Charles

Gill, Thomas Jeffrey

Harper, James William

Harris, Tyndall P., Jr.

Hunter, Herschel Miller, Jr.

Jetmundsen, Norman, Jr.

Marlowe, Wayne Anthony
Miller, Thomas Allyn

Morrison, David Jackson

Nail, Van Clyne, III

Neal, Richard Evans

Parr, Jeffrey Wright

Patrick, Thomas Alexander

Pennington, Robert Nichols

Pritchett, Norton Goodier

Weaver, Keith William

PHI DELTA THETA — 13

Cassedy, Marshall Royal

Dew, Richard

Duncan, Thomas Edgar, Jr.

Etzold, David Francid

Hutto, Zackary Taylor

Riser, William Howell

Kitchens, Laurence Thrower
Miller, Robert Horace, III

Rogers, Jon Pierre

Shober, John Bedford

Swift, Robert George, Jr.

Taylor, Jesse Robinson, III

PHI GAMMA DELTA - 1

1

Buchinsky, Albert Joseph, Jr.

Gillespie, Edward Dean
Grice, Joseph Gardner

Hamlet, Stephen Price

Klepper, Francis Melvin

Lochridge, Edwin Payne
Martin, James Pendleton

Scholl, Roy Walter, III

Smith, Leighton Hollis, III

Stapp, Andrew Wesley

Topps, David Parker

BETA THETA PI — 5

Foreman, Michael David

Frost, William Holden
McMillan, Bruce Holden

Nicholson, Graham Seaford

Stockslager, James Lee

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON - 10

Holmes, Danny Joe

Lonnquest, David Thurston

Mayer, William Charles, III

Menge, John Henry

MacDonald, Donald Alexander, III Menge, Ralph R.

Mayo, David Brian Skaggs, William Carter, III

Menard, John Brian Smith, Joseph Wilson, Jr.

Parker, David Cartwright Stephenson, Thomas W., Jr.

Squire, Peter Hafner Wills, John Parker

Walsh, Michael David Wood, Milton Le Grand

KAPPA ALPHA — 8

Adrian, James Leahy
Clark, George Charles

Howkins, Andrew Leroy
Ford, Frank Hewitt, III

Grier, James Harper
Pearce, David Howard
Towson, Joseph Holmes
Williamson, Benton Dubose

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA - 21

Balfour, Robert William

Blanton, Benjamin Clayton
Buck, Carl Edward, III

Crickenberger, Samuel W., Jr.

DELTA TAU DELTA - 18

Bali, Richard Edwin
Berg, Henry Bradford

Berger, Lee Vincent, Jr.

Darrohn, David Andrew
Davis, Joseph Van Buren

Fennema, Richard Edward
Gray, Leven Rainey

Harris, Stephen Lloyd
Hawkins, Robert Wayne, Jr.

Jones, Thomas Alexander, Jr.

Laigle, George Milton

McAlpin, Courtenay W., Jr.

Millar, William Lawrence, IV
Peeler, William Bryan

Smith, Stephen Harold
Si ul l-., John Clark

Tirrims, Montgomery Ricks

Yeager, Bruce Michael
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PURPLE SPORTS
Behind the Cans

by Robert deBerardinis

A span of seven days has seen third place Detroit

come out to nab the American League Eastern Division

title.

So, what has this got to do with Sewanee?
Plenty. In a span of seven days the two major fall

sports teams recorded their first wins of the season.

Only their first wins, not too dramatic for the middle of
October.

Aha! But for the rest of the season it just might

prove to be the opposite. Skeptic as to why?
The soccer team, beset with too many one-point

losses, grabbed the first win, edging out King College in

Bristol, TN, 3-2.

SEVEN days later, the football team traveled to

Sherman, TX., to beat Austin College, 7-3. A little note

for the passive fan, this was also the firstgame that the

gridders have gotten a score other than 0.

Still doesn't sound too dramatic?

How about this? The football team *s firstgame saw

a crushing 42-0 loss, not too good. Then it was

Hampden-Sydney's turn to shut out the Tigers, 33-0.

Better. Then Millsaps b-a-r-e-l-y edged the Tigers, 3-0.

Close, but no cigar.

Finally it was Sewanee 's turn. For those who see the

pattern emerging, fine.

Now if you mix in the fact that there are almost

thirty freshmen on the football team, it seems as

though the football team is beginning to find itself as a

team. Rehash the fact that twenty-eight freshmen

could possibly turn into twenty seniors four years later,

and things look pretty good.

On the other side of the coin, the soccer team found

itself suffering two demoralizing 3-2 losses, a 4-2 loss, a

7-0 loss, and a heartening 2-2 tie.

It seemed like a year of heartbreaks for the

roundballers.

What is better than just the idea ofa victory?

For one thing the balanced playing of the team.

Although Steve Hogwood leads the team 's scoring with

seven of Sewanee's eleven goals, the other four points

have been split up between three other players,

indicating more depth on the team than in the past.

Speaking of depth. Van Davis has been adding a

great deal to the defensive squad. The freshman goalie

has been putting a great deal of effort in front of the

net. With no experience on college fields, he has been

only allowing a fraction over three points a game.

Yep, seven days for a turnaround. What holds for

the future?

Playing the odds on the football team, Sewanee will

have a good day on the turf. Ditto for the soccer team.

What will be more important is that both the squads get

together and balance out as teams for the rest of the

The next two games are going to be the toughies for
*

the gridders and a balanced offense is going to be

necessary for a +.500 season.

The soccer team doesn 't have as far to go, but close

losses aren *f as good as wins. With a good 1-2 punch in

Hogwood and Tommy Hodges, there are the makings

of balanced attack.

Balance is the key, orgoal, to success for both of the

teams. It will be interesting to find out if Coaches

Shirley Majors and Mac Petty can find the formula.

That's all.

Chapman Wins Tourney
Over 100 golfers from

seventeen colleges in seven

states competed in the Fourth

Annual Sewanee Fall

Invitational golf tournament
last weekend. Sewanee's Rob
Chapman won the individual

championship in the College

Division with a

(UT-Martin) also had a 107,
but Chapman beat him on the

Grst hole of a sudden-death

As a team, the Sewanee
golfers finished in a
disappointing fifth place tie

with Carson-Newman. The

UT-Martin in the College

Church Downs Heathens
For the first time in four

years, Sewanee's Tigers won
an away game. The 7-3 victory

over Austin College of

Sherman, Texas, was also the

Tigers' first victory of the

season. Coach Shirley Majors'

team is improving from all

indications.

The st half

uneventful from the Tigers'

point of view. Austin scored a

second-quarter field goal to

take the lead.

It was during the second

hair that the Tigers perked up.

With about twelve minutes left

in the game, the Tigers scored

after Gary Sims' 67-yard run

to Austin's 1-yard line. First

and second down attempts at

scoring were repelled by a

tough Austin defense, but
Steve Tipps drove through on
the third down for the big

touchdown. Kevin Lenahan
kicked the extra point.

The victory left Austin 0-5

and boosted our mark to 1-3.

This Saturday, the Tigers face

Centre College, in what the

team expects to be victory

number two.

Snakes Appear Invincible
The Sigma Nus continued

to roll along in last week's
intramural football action,

and now they seem certain to

be the only unbeaten team in

the playoffs. The Betas fell by
the wayside as they were
solidly trounced by the Sigma
Nus and the Phis, so now it

looks like the Phis are assured

of a playoff spot along with

the Snakes.

Frank Walker and Roy
Young have been an
unstoppable combination for

the Sigma Nus, but equally

impressive has been the Sigma
Nu defense led by MacMagee,
Paul Allen, and John Tucker.

If the Sigma Nus are to be
beaten, someone will have to

do a much better job ol

moving the ball than anyone

has done thus far.

The teams which have a

chance of earning a playoff

spot, in addition to the Snakes

and Phis, are the Lambchops,

Betas, and Independents. The
'Chops now have two losses

following a resounding defeat

at the hands of the Phis, and

they have yet to play the

Sigma Nus or Delts. The Betas,

now with two losses, are

probably in, but the

Independents must face the

Phis in a makeup game which

could easily eliminate them.

The Delts have a mathematical

chance, but that's about the

only chance. The big games

now have to be the Lambda

of a tie for the last, and

possibly the last two, playoff

Judging from their

performance thus far, it looks

like a one-team race for the

championship as the Sigma

Nus ha bee i

Chi -Del t

Phi-Independei battle:

severely tested yet. The big

battle will be for second, third,

and fourth places it -seems,

because at this point the

Snakes just cannot be slowed
down, much less halted.

Whoever winds up in fourth

place will be in the unenviable
position of having to face the

Sigma Nus in the first playoff

game, though, so *he second
and third place teams have the

besl shol of earning second

sibility place poin

Cross Country Second
Sewanee's cross country

team ran in two events during
the past week. The first meet
was a quadrangular contest
among Sewanee, Bryan
College, Carson-Newman, and
Convenant College held on
Convenant's extremely hilly

course on Lookout Mountain.
The ruggedness of the course

was reflected in the times as

Sewanee's Kevin Harper
finished fourth in a time of

22:42 as compared with a

personal best of 21:19 on a

4-mile course. Other Sewanee
runners were: Bill Emerson,
sixth place; Wayne Allen,

eighth place; Tom Phelps,

tenth place; Charles Morgan,
thirteenth place; Clark Scott,

eighteenth place; and Steve

Smith, twenty-fifth place. It

should be noted that Steve
SMith, in only his third race

exceptionally

second to Carson-Newman in

the overall team scores.

The second meet of the

week for Sewanee was held

Saturday in Nashville at the

David Lipscomb Invitational.

The contest, which included

around 80 participants, saw
Sewanee finish in fourth

place behind Harding College,

MTSU,. and Austin Peay.

Kevin Harper again paced
Sewanee with a fifth place

finish. BUI Emerson crossed

the line two seconds later to

capture fixth place. Wayne
Allen placed fifteenth, Tom
Phelps twenty -eighth, and
Clark Scott thirty-sixth, to

give Sewanee a ninety-point

St. Bernard Downs

Sewanee 5-0

traveled to Cullman, Al
try to avenge an earilie

loss, but came away w

job pla

Marshall McClean and Steve

Smith finished thirty-ninth

and fifty-fifth, respectively.

Sewanee's dual meet
record was unaffected by

5-0 defeat. From the start St.
Bernard seemed to be
supercharged as their center
forward O'Donahue dribbled
through the defense to give
them the lead with only
about two minutes elapsed in

the half. At that point,

Sewanee's defense tightened

up and kept the score at 1-0

until about five minutes were
left in the first half. Then St.

Be rnard 's center forward

struck twice within a

Bernard a 3-0 lead at the half.

The second half had just

these t'

remained 2-0.
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Campus Calendar

Wednesday Study Day in the College of Arts & Sciences

October 11 3:30 PM—Soccer—Sewanee v. Bryan College

8:15PM-Cinema Guild; MY NIGHT AT MAUD'S (France)

Blackman Auditorium

Thursday 8:15 PM-Kenneth Clark's Civilization film

October 12 SKIN OF OUR TEETH, Blackman Auditorium
Admission \'rvv

2:00 PM—Football—Sewanee v. Centre College

Cross-Country—Sewanee v. Centre College

4:30 & 7:00 PM-Experimental Films

Blackman Auditorium

Women's Volleyball Set Up
The Women's Intramural

Volleyball schedule has been

finalized on a once-a-week

basis. Games will be played

back-to-back at 7:00 and 8:00

every Tuesday night starting

Oct. 17.

About 30 girls attended the

meting for organizing teams.

Thr full

organized with Margaret Ford,

Theresa Weston, and Robin

Grefe reporting full teams of

ten members. Several girls

present stated that these are

other girls who want to play

who could not attend the

meeting. Key Smotherman
agreed to help organize a

fourth team, although she will

be playing on Miss Ford's

Soccer
Cont. from page 3

i Hai : DavU
called Tor a hand-ball

infraction in the penally area.

As a result, St. Bernard was
awarded a free kick on which
they capitalized to give them
a 4-0 lead. Sewanee then
went to a man-to-man on
O'Donahue and were able to

contain him until very late in

the half when he finally

broke away to score his

fourth goal. Sewanee had
opportunity after
opportunity but was unable
to score despite having the

same number of attempts as

St. Bernard.

St. Bernard's O'Donahue is

probably one of the best

soccer players in the nation
and will definitely be an
Ail-American in the future if

not this year. He is from
Ireland and is only a
freshman, which means
Sewanee will have to contend

game is today at 3:30 PM.
This is a league game. So far

Sewanee is 2-0 in league

All girls whc
assigned to a team are asked t

join this team which is noi

called the Key team until

leader for this team can b

Teams may practice an

afternoon at 3:00 or 4:00 i

the old gym. The net will b

put up for practice games if

note is left at Mrs. Swasey

Scholarship

Grant Received

Sewanee received an

annual scholarship grant

today of $300 from
Associates Capital
Corporation of Nashville.

The check was presented

by Foy Stamps, manager of

the Associates Capital office

in Tullahoma. Accepting for

the institution was Dr.

Stephen E. Puckette, Dean of

the College.

Sixty-four such awards are

being made this year by

Associates Capital to schools

in Tennessee, Kentucky, and

Stamps said that recipients

of the scholarships are chosen

by each school and not by

the company. "We prefer that

the aid go to a student in the

upper level of study who
could not otherwise complete

his work," Stamps said.

Stamps said the Associates

Capital scholarship program

provided the firm with a way
to say "thank you" to the

communities where the

regional lending company
operates.

"Our program is a small

one when compared to the

giants of industry," Stamps

said, "but Associates Capital

feels that companies of

relatively smaller size can

make a contribution to higher

education."

Cheerleaders Add Spirit

hopefully get a boost this
year with the help of the new
cheerleaders. This year the
squad consists of six boys and
six girls. Returning
cheerleaders are : Tweetie
Clarkson, head cheerleader
Toni Williamson, Tricia
McLaughlin, Sandy Arst, and
Teddy McNabb. New

additions to the squad are:

Mandy Owens, Susie Arnold,

Jenifer Snyder, Ed Cooke,
Tom Magruder, Rusty
Leonard, and Russ Pritchard.

The cheerleaders have
already made one road trip to

St. Louis and will make
another one to W & L later

this month in addition to

cheering at all home games.

Democrat's Day Successful
"Most fun I've ever had at a

rally," was the comment by

Charles Ray, McGovern
Statewide Labor Organizer for

Tennessee, one of the featured

speakers at Saturday's

Democrat's Day Rally. Ray
was perhaps best known at the

rally for being called Ray

Charles, a frequent and not

too undesirable identification

that he has.

About 200 Sewaneeites

filled the EQB Club with a-

warm atmosphere and were

highly impressed by the good

quality of statewide and local

speakers as well as a spirited

performance by Harper McBee

and Elkin Brown with a

campaign warmup by Tica

Gilson and John McClure.

Th (

Cted the general

apathy existing on the

Mountain in regard to the next

month's Presidential election

on November 7. Much
evidence was presented that

decided change at the national

and state levels. Richard

Nixon and his currently

scandalous disregard for

government presented an easy

target. The hope c oming out

of the rally was that a

last-month spirited effort by
united Democrats would make
the difference in bringing

Senator George McGovern,
Congressman Ray Blanton,

the U.S.Senatorial candidate

from Tennessee, and Bob
Clement, candidate for

Tennessee public Service

Commission, to victory in

Tennessee.

The major speakers at the

rally were Roger Cowan,
former statewide co-ordinator

for the 1968 McCarthy
campaign, Ray, Gene Bolin,

statewide leader of the

Democratic Federation of

Women as well as our

for

Proctor-D. C. Problem
Cont. from page 1

OG President Ellis decided

that the motion should be

sent to the OG elections

committee "for a quick

decision." The precedent for

'this is that the elections

committee decides
membership qualifications for

Delegate Assembly elections

and, therefore, should be able

to decide for all elections

which it holds.

As it now stands, the fate

of Whittle's resolution rests in

the hands of the Elections

Committee. Both sides will

more than likely argue before

the committee, and the

outcome is uncertain.

Scott Deaver says that

"Whittle's constitutional

concerns have their roots in

abuses, and there have been
no abuses. Nobody has

misused his power."
Dean Webb prefers

Laundry Change

Sewanee Steam Laundry
owners Phil Syler and Charles

Roberson say the University

change to optional laundry

service has forced them to

close the Franklin County
Laundry, which they own,
and to move their entire

operation to Sewanee.
Last year, students paid

the laundry fee as a part of

their college tuition. This

year, students may pay the

fee and use the laundry or

may elect to pay no fee and
do their own laundry.

Roberson commented,
"There is simply not the

volume we had last year, so
we have combined our two
plants into one." Also, the

number of laundry workers
has been cut from 35 last

year to 25 this year.

Approximately 400
students, less than half of the

College student body, paid

the laundry fee this year. In

addition, about 100 students

use the linen service, which
provides a set of clean linens

each week. Academy students

still use the laundry.

The cost of the laundry

$50 per

"having proctors on the DC
to add to the reputation of

the Committee, but I can see

[Whittle's] point as to why
they should be separate."

Ellis is trying to

"determine what power the

OG has to enact its

resolutions."

At any rate, it should

prove to be another
interesting confrontation

between the tacticians of

both factions.

Taylor Degree

Cont. from page 1

thousand assembled on the

cornerstone of an Episcopal
unviersity that

not only the South but the

nation. It was to be patterned
after the great English

universities of Oxford and
Cambridge, and the first

building was envisioned as

"not unlike the Capitol at

Washington."

The Civil War intervened

and shattered the dreams of
the founders along with the

cornerstone, blown up by
Union soldiers camped on the

Mountain. The University was
re-founded after the war with
money from the churches of
England.

announcements were made at

the rally. A Franklin County

Democratic headquarters has

been opened on North High

Street in Winchester and an

official opening will be this

Saturday afternoon at 5:00

featuring a free bean-pot

dinner and Joe Henry , a future

Democratic candidate for

governor. A public forum

debate will be held Oct. 25 at

7:00 PM to attract concerned

students. Rap groups are being

organized at Sewanee to find

out more about the candidate

and clarify the real issues of

the campaign.

Students were urged to

participate in this last-month

effort; four more years of

Nixon? The whole day was a

tremendous success. Starting

off with an auction outside the

University Supply Store, the

Sewanee McGovern
Committee raised over $600
for the day. Highlights of the

auction included Dean of

Students John M. Webb's
auctioning off his own "Made
in England" bowtie for an

alleged $8. The largest sum
was brought in by a set of

Leumouge china, which sold

for $40. A side attraction was
silkscreening, preformed by
Bill McLaurin and Jinka

Hoover.

Proceeds will go to the

National McGovern-Shriver

headquarters and the

Winchester headquarters.

Organizers for the rally

included Ed Camp, Dr. John
Gessell, Tika Gibson, Bill

Yates, Kathy Kordyce, Agnes
Wilcox, and Dr. Anita

Goodstein., and Dr. and Mrs.

Dan O'Flaherty.

theFor woi
cost is $37.50 per

Laundry is picked up and
delivered at each dorm once a
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BEFORE A STUDY-DAY


